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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The manufacturer's inspection of his own product or the product

received from outside vender, serves two purposes:
L

To provide a basis for action with regard to the materials and
goods at hand.

For instance; to-decide whether the particular

article or group of articles should be utilized, or whether some

alternative disposition should be made, such as: inspected further,

2.

sorted, repaired, reworked or scrapped.

To provide a basis for action with regard to the future production

process.

Fe::- ins-::mce { to de�ide whsthsr the process should. be

left alone, or whether action taken to find and eliminate disturbing

causes.

Statistical Quality Control achieve_s these two purposes through

sampling inspection.

Thus, when parts are received from an outside

vender, the inspection department may specify that a random sample of

size "S" is to be drawn from a lot size (or universe size) "U" in which
it is expected that there will be 'p' fraction defectives.

It is

desired to find the probability that the sample will contain "c" or less

defectives.

Theoretically, the probability that the lot is acceptable

follows the hypergeometric distribution whenever a sample is drawn from

a finite lot.

Therefore, if a sample of five is drawn from a lot of

50 with 4% defectives, the probability of finding 1 or less defective

can be computed from:

2

where:

PH(c � l)=PH (0) +PH(l)

(1-1)

PH(�l)= the probabiljty of finding zero or one defective
PH (0)

PH (l)

using the hypergeometric distribution

= the probability of exactly zero defective
= the probability of exactly one defective

The standard computational notation is

where

PH(c

(1-2)

49 C5 = the number of different possible samples consisting
entirely of good articles from a lot of 50 with 4%

defectives
48!
43!5!

50C5 = the number of different possible samples of 5 articles
taken from a lot of 50

50!
45!5!

The other terms are similarly found.

Therefore, P}�(c � l)=0.808 1 + 0. 1836 = 0.99 17

The computation of hyper�eometric probability is obviously

lengthy and time-consuming.

( 1-3)

This is particularly true if thB sample

3

size and allowed number of defe-c±ives are large.

For a practical

solution (that is, an economical amount of calculation) approximations
are frequently used.

The two most important approximations to the hypergeometric dis

tribution, both in the theory of probability·and in its applications
are the binomial distribution and the P-oisson distribution.

be discussed in more detail.

1.

Each will

The binominal (Bernoulli) distribution.

If the probability of occurrence of an event "E " in any single

trial is p, where O f p � 1,. and the probability of nonoccurrence

of ''E" is q, where q=l-p the:- probability of exact "c" occurrence
c
n!
n-c.
by PB (c)= c! (n-c) ! (p) (q)

where:

=

c
n-c
ncc. (p) (q)

· (1-4)

PB (c) = the probability of.exactly c defectives and the

probability "c" or less occurrences. is given by
PB (S � c) =
where:

S

L.

S=o

(1-5)

0,1,2,----,c

Since the expression on tha r.i�ht-hand side of equation (1-4) is

the (c+l)th term in the binomi·aL expansion of (p+q)n, the number of
occurrences "c", is said to: be- distributed in accordance with

binomial probability distr.ibu.tion-.. U is also called the "point

binomial'', since a variable so di�tributed can assume only integer
values from O to n, and in consequence the probabilities are

4
concentrated at "points.

The_ binomial probability distribution

is based on the theory that a sampre· is drawn from an infinite lot

size.

It is considered a good approximation to the hypergeometric

distribution when the sample size is small and the lot size is

large.

Using the same example as with.the hypergeometric

1
c (p)5(q)S -S
�
PB( S f 1) = L5 S
s::oo

(1) ( 1) ( 0 •.96)5- + ( 5) ( 0 • 04)(0. 96 )4
o.s1s6 + o • .1699 = o.9855

(1-6)

C&lcllla::ic�s irwo::>v·ing the use of.· the binom�al ctre also bu:r.'clE:n-

some if many �erms are invoLved and if the sample size and the
2.

allowed number of defectives are al�o large.
The Poisson Distribution

The Poisson distribution is- also· called "Poisson's Exponential

Binomial Limit".

Frequently,. it_ can be used to approximate the

binomial probability distribution •. The probability of "c"

occurrences is

where: n = sample size

p = fraction defe�tives.

PP (c) = the probability o:F exactly c defectives

The probability of "c" or less occurrences is given by

(f-7)

5
np)
PP( S � c) .= � ( S!

S

S=o

np
e-

(1-8 )

The Poisson probability distribution is considered a good approx

imation to hypergeometric d istribution when the sample size is large

and the fraction defective is small.

Iri order to show the relation

between hypergeometric probability and Poisson probability, the same

example is used again.
PP( S � 1)

e -(

5) (0.04)

5 0.04)
+ (5 )(o.o4) e-( ) (

0.819 + 0.16 3

0.982

From the examples, the errors by using binomial and Poisson

approximations to theoretical hypergeometric distribution are shown to
be 0.0062 and 0.0097 respectively.

The binomial and Poisson approximations to the hypergeometric

distribution are based on the assumption that a finite population can
be assumed to be infinite when the effect of each ind ividual member
becomes small.

Obv iously, there is no definite line that can be laid

down between finite and assumed infinite populations, since the
ind ividual situation will define the acceptable error.

6
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. Comparisons, nomographs and tables have been developed for the

hypergeometric distribution, binomial distribution and the Poisson dis
tribution by a number of investigators.

Kane and Rokhsar ( 1) , compared the Poisson and hypergeometric

distributions for small lot sizes as follows:
lot size U=50 to 100

sample size S=l, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24 and 28

if the absolute value of the differences between the cumulative terms
of Poisson and hypergeometric probabilities, (PP-PH) was larger than

0.01 the difference was declared significant.

A typical (PP-PH) vs

d (numbe:r of dPfPcts in the sample) chart was plotted £'.:':r U=SO,

S=l, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16 and D=25 (average number of · defects in the l ot) .

As

a general rule, they concluded that (PP-PH) is less than 0.01 when d

is equal to zero, one and s/2.

Duncan (2), made a table comparing the hypergeometric, binomial

and Poisson distributions.

The comparison was based on pxS=0.5 where

p is fraction defectives and S is sample size�

. w ere made:

(1) p=0.25

(2) p=O.l

(3) p=0.02

S=2

S=5

S=25

U=8, 20, 40

U=20, 50, 100

U=l00, 250, 500

1_ :_

Three sets o f comparison

(acceptance number)

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

=

7

His results were as follows:

comparison
(1)
(2)

(3)

C
smallest u
error value value

0. 5%
0. 5%

0. 8%

40

100

500

2

0
0

difference
difference largest u
C
used
error value value
used
PB-PH

12%

PB-PH

7.5%

PB-PH

9%

8

1

PP-PH

100

1

PP-PH

20

1

PP-PH

The largest error always occurs at the smallest lot size in each

set, while the smallest error always occurs at the largest lot size in

each set.

In general, the larger the lot size the smaller the error.

Larson (3) , developed a nomograph of the cumulative binomial

distribution, which can be used to solve both cumulative and point
S=2---1000 and c=0---200.

The lot size is assumed to be infinite.

The nomograph covers the range of binomial distribution needed for

practical applications.

It is a geometric approximation based on the

duality principle of projective geometry.

The accuracy is quite adequate

for practical applications, assuming an infinite population.

In the National Bureau of Standards, Applied Mathematics Series 6

(4) , two tables of binomial probability distributions have been con

structed.

One is for individual terms of probability, which gives

exactly "c" occurrence in "n" independent trials, when the probability
of occurrence in any single trial c -is 0.5 or less for 2 :E- n 6 49 and
1 � c � n.

For practical applic-ations, the maximum sample size n=49

is too small.

·8

Lieberman and Owen (5), generated three tables of hypergeometric

probability on an IBM 704 -for

lot size

sample size

no. of defective items in the lot (k)

2--100

1--50

0--50

100--2000

50--1000

s-1, s, s=u/2

1000

500

0----500

The point probabilities were obtained by taking antilogarithms

correct to at least eight decimal places.

The cum�lative probabilities

were calculated by summing the point probabilities.

The results were

rounded off to six decimal places within the IBM 704 computer and

on desk calculators of randomly selected values from each set of 200.
No discrepancies were f ound.
Statement of the Problem

A review of the literature indicates that previous studies have

provided only limited information in the comparison of the probabilities

of hypergeometric distribution, binomial distribution and Poisson

distribution, particularly when lot size is over 100, although Duncan

showed that the error tends to be small in this range.

This study proposes to develop a technique to indicate the

limiting sample size for a given fraction defectives, lot size and

acceptance number for a specified level of error, us�ng both.binomial
and Poisson distributions.

9

The expected form of the output will be a series of graphs

relating lot size and sample size that will indicate the 2% error limit
for the approximating distribution, fraction defective and acceptance

number.

Further, the computer program will be available and with changes

in input can be used with other error limits, as well as other values

for the variables involved.

CHAPTER II
EFFECT OF VARIABLES INVOLVED IN HYPERGEOMETRIC, BINOMIAL
AND POISSON PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS

The hypergeometric, binomial and Poisson probability distributions

were discussed in Chapter I as useful in statistical quality control.

It was suggested that the binomial and Poisson distributions could be

used under certain circumstances to approximate the hypergeometric
distribution.

The conditions under which these approximations hold

need amplification and further examination.

(1) the assumption of infinite lot size

The three conditions are:

(2) the effect of the amount of fraction dPfectives
(3) the effect of sample size

Each will be discussed further.
(1)

The assumption of infinite lot size

The binomial _and Poisson probability distributions are based on

the theory that the sample is drawn from an infinite population.

Therefore, smaller errors are expected as the lot size increases
while sample size remains unchanged.

It is expected that for some

acceptable error, the effect of lot size will cease to be important

at a specific value of lot size and beyond that point the lot size

can be assumed to be infinite.

11

(2)

The effect of the amount of fraction defectives

If the lot size and the sample size are constant, the larger the

fraction defective, the greater the error will be from using one of

the approximation method.

serie s or numerical values.

Table 2-1.

This can be demonstrated by inserting a
Such value s give result as shown in

It will be remembered that both approximations were

intended for a large lot size and a small fraction defectives.

TABLE 2-1

PROBABILITY OF HYPERGEOMETRIC, BINOMIAL AND POISSON DISTRIBUTIONS
FOR U=lOO, S=20, c= O, p=0. 01 AND p=0. 10

Probability

hypergeometric (PH)

binomial (PB)

o.soo

p=0.10

0.0755

0. 8101

0. 1213

1. 01%

5. 58%

Poisson (PP)

0. 819

PP-PH

1. 9%

PB-PH

(3)

p=0. 01

0. 135

5. 95%

The effect of sample size

When the lot size and the fraction defective ar·e fixed and the

sample size is allowed to vary, then the probabilities of an

12
exact event occurring in each of the three distributions will tend

to differ as a result of distribution assumed and the assumption
of finite or infinite population.

Perhaps of more importance is the direction of the error for the

probabilities of finding exactly zero, one and greater defectives

from a given lot size.

For c=0, the probabilities computed from

the binomial and Poisson distributions are increasingly gre9ter

than the probability computed from the hypergeometric'distribution.

It can be noted theoretically that the hypergeometric distribution

reaches zero probability at the lot size, while the approximations
approach zero asymptotically.
The

DU!!l9::i::-ic2.l

iHustrati.ons i_n F� �u:re 2-1: ?.-2� 2-3 and 2-4 are

based on a given lot size of 150 units and a fraction defectives

of 0. 02.

They show the effect of increasing sample size for the

hypergeometric, binomial and Poisson distributions and acceptance
numbers of 0 and 1.

Figures are on the pages following their

first mention in the text.

In Figure 2-1, the probability value is computed for exactly zero

defectives in the sample.

As expected, the approximations of the

binomial and Poisson distributions are always greater than the

hypergeometric distribution and deviate from theoretical value of
hypergeometric probability as sample size increases.

For probabilities of exactly 1 or 2 or more defectives, the values

obtained by the approximation are smaller when the sample size is
small, and become larger only when the sample size becomes large.

Figure 2-1.

o.so
0.10

13

Probability of hypergeo
metric Binomial and Poisson
distributions vs Sample
Size for U=l50, p=0. 02
and c=O.

0. 60

o.5o
Binomial
/

>

(1)

•rl
+'
(/) (.)
O> <!J

��

•rl 'U
r-1
•rl 0
..0 H
(1)
..0 N
0

o.40

Hypergeometric

co

H 4-1
0

n.

0.30

0.20

0.10

10
.243607

20

30

SOUTH D KOTA ,

40

50

60

70

Y.

80
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In Figure 2-2, the probability value of exactly one defective in

the sample is shown as the sample size increases.

In this case,

the hypergeometric distribution is greater than the binomial and
Poisson probabilities in the range shown.

at a sample size of approximately 90.

The cross-over point is

In Figure 2-3, the cumulative hypergeometric and binomial proba

bilities of one or less defectives in the sample is shown as
sample size increases.

The values are obtained by summing the

probabilities of hypergeometric distributions and binomial dis

tributions that are shown on Figures 2-1 and 2-2.

difference occurs for sample sizes of 63 and above.

The 2%

If different

acceptable errors are chosen, the sample size at which the error

is acceptable also changes.

For example in Figure 2-3 if a 1%

acceptable error is chosen, there are two regions where the errors
are over 1%.

The first region is between S=lB and S=48, the

second region is for S=60 and above .

The transient regions shown in Figure 2-4 are where the binomial

or Poisson probabilities go from less than to greater than hyper

geometric probability, and hence an error less than some acceptable

limit would be expected for cumulative probabilities.

This is not

an isolated case, and similar regions would be expected in other

lot sizes.

However, to plot a different set of curves for each lot

size is bulky and not desirable.

It is much more useful to show

the acceptable and non-acceptable regions for sample size and lot
size on a single plot for a given error.

15
Figure 2-2.

Probability of Hypergeometric
Binomial and Poisson distributions
vs Sample Size for U=l50, p=0 . 02
and c=l.·
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Figure 2-3.

Cumulative Probability of
Hypergeometric. and Binomial
distributions vs Sample Size
for U=l50, p=0.02 and
C � 1.
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Figure 2-4.

Cumulative Probability of
Hypergeometric and Pois�on
distribution vs Sample Size
for U�l50, p�O.Q2 and c � 1.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS, PROCEDURES AND COMPUTER PRCGRAMS

The computation for even a single point, .as shown in Chapter I,

becomes time-consuming if done by hand.

Therefore, it is logical that

a procedure be develo ped to make use of the computer for the large

amounts of computation needed to find the error limits desired.

The procedure, of necessity, is iterative starting with a value

of sample size in which the error can be expected to be less than the

specified limit, and increasing the sample size until the error reach
es the desired limit.

The value of lot size can then be increased and

the sample size again increased until the error limit is reached.

For the purposes of this paper the error limit was set at 2%.

The logic of the procedure, however, is satisfactory for any error

desired.

A 2% difference criterion is used through the entire study.

The procedure used to determine the points at which the differ

ence between the hypergeometric and the binomial or the hypergeometric

and the Poisson falls outside of the preset limit is-to have sample

size ( S) increase whiL:. lot size (U), fraction defectives (P) and
acceptance number (C) remain unchanged.

The sample size is changed

rather than one of the other variables because the theory of hypergeo
metric probability distribution is based on drawing a sample from a
finite lot and hence, the value of

O.

s/u

is less than 1 and greater than

The binomial and Poisson approximations are based·on the theory

19
that sample is drawn from an infinite lot size and therefore, the value

of

s/u

is zero.

the ratio of

s/u

In fact, when U is very large, and S is very small,

approaches zero, and the value of binomial probability

is close to the theoretical value of hypergeometric probability.
S is increased while U remains unchanged the ratio of

s/u

When

is becoming

greater and the binomial probability will deviate fiom the value of

the hypergeometric probability.

At some point, -the absolute dif�er-

ence between the hypergeometric and the binomial probabilities or the
hypergeometric and the Poisson probabilities will be greater than 2%.

As is mentioned in Chapter II, two regions might be expected in which

the errors are over 2% on a curve of lot size vs sample size for ·given

fraction defectives and given acceptance number.

The region where 2%

error occurs at a larger sample size as well as the boundary in which

the error again falls below 2%, was determined by hand computation

since the computer program was designed to terminate upon finding a
2% error.

Basically, four computer programs have been written to supply the

needed information.

The first program, written for the hypergeometric

vs the binomial distributions, covers the range of lot size of 50 to
1000 by increments of 50, while the fraction defectives varies from

0.01 to 0.10 by increments of 0.01, and the acceptance number is zero.

A flow chart of the p�ogram is shown on page 20. A number of points

may need additional explanation:

FLOW CHART FOR COMPUTING THE HYPERGEOMETRIC AND B INOM IAL
PROBAB ILIT IES WHERE 2% ERRORS ARE EXISTING
Start

Initiate
U=lot size
S=sample size
P==fraction defectives
C=acceptance number

Increase
lot size
by 50

No

UP (number of defectives��N�o�
in the lot)
= U*P

Calculate
Hypergeometric(PH)
Binomial(PB)

Incr ease
sample sizi:t-._<:::...._
by 1

Yes

Print
PB, PH, U, S, P
Increase lot size
by 50

Yes

Increase P by 0.01
U start from 50
S start from 5

B

Stop

E

20

21
(1)

Decision block A

Testing of U*P (number of defectives in the lot) against

C

(acceptance number of defectives) is to eliminate unnecessary

computation.

Obviously, if U*P is less than

C,

the lot can not

be rejected since there are less defective parts than the

(2)

acceptable limit.

Computation block B

This program is designed to compute the hypergeometric probabil

ities and the binomial probabilities as the sample size increases.

As indicated in equation (1-2) and equation (1-4) , the hypergeo

metric and the binomial probabilities can be written. as
PH(O)

= u-upvs.
u cs

=
=

UACS _

ucs

S-1

TT
n==o

UA-1
S-1
U-1
U
S x S-1 x
UA

S

X

X

UA-S+l

U-S+l
1

---

1

[UA-nl
S-n
U-n
n=o S-n

s-1
TT

[ UA-n ]

u-n

(1-2 repeated)

PH(O) can be computed by means of an iterative procedure since
values are decreased by one for each step.

(1-4 repeated )

= (1-p) s
PB (O) can be computed by straightforward computation.

22
( 3)

Decision block C

Since the binomial distribution approaches the hypergeometric

distribution as the lot size increases, at some point the error

introduced will never exceed the 2% limit.

This will occur when

the hypergeometric probabilities become small.

To prevent the

computer from excessive search the computer does not compute the

binomial or the Poisson distribution when the value of the

(4)

hypergeometric probability is less than 0.05.
Decision block D

Testing the absolute difference between hypergeometric and

binomial probabilities against preset 2% limit.

Since the crite

rion was set at 2% the purpose of the program is to find out when
the difference between two probabilities will fall outside of the

(5)

preset criterion as sample size increases.
Output block E

Once the difference between hypergeometric and binomial probabil

ities begins to fall outside of 2% the answer is reached.

The

current values of binomial probability, hypergeometric probability,
(6)

sample size, lot size and fraction defectives are printed out.
Decision blocks F and G

Testing the lot size against 1000 and testing the fractives

against 0. 10.

The upper limits of this study for lot size and

fraction defectives are 1000 and 0. 10.
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The second program is written for the hypergeometric vs.the

Poisson probab ilities.

It covers the same range of lot size,

fraction defectives and acceptance numbers.

The only difference

between this program and the first program is that the Poisson
probability distribution �s computed rather than the b inomial

probability can be written as
0

PP(O)

= (�1) e-(s)(p)
e-(s)(p)

(1-7 repeated)

Obviously, PP(O) can be computed by straightforward computation.

The programs for acceptance numbers greater than zero are almost
identical to the programs for an acceptance number of zero,

except that the probabilities of individual terms must be summed,

thus the cumulative hypergeometric, binomial and Poisson probabilities can be written as
PH =
PB =

pp =

C

L
n=o

L_
n�o
L_

PH (n)

PB (n)
PP(n)

(3-1)
(3-2)
(3-3)

Because of the limited computer time available for this study,
n-=o

acceptance numbers of zero and one were selected to demonstrate
both the procedure and output.

CHAPTER IV.
RESULTS

This paper is intended to show a procedure for determining those

regions in which the binomial and Poisson distributions could be used

in place of the hypergeometric distribution and demonstrate some of the

regions.

As the computer programs wer_e_ designed to output the· vaJues

for which the 2% error was found, the results are best shown graphi
cally.

In these graphs, the absciassa is the · lot size while the ordin

ate is the sample size.

The graphs wiTl indicate the acceptable regions

where the errors introduced by the approximation methods are less than
2% and the non-acceptable regions where the errors introduced by the

approximation methods are over 2%.

It is reasonable to expect that the number of defectives in a

lot should be a finite integer since a_ non-integer number of defectives
is meaningless within a given lo_t •.

Therefore, all the computed values

on each figure are discrete points and must satisfy the conditions

that lot size times. fraction defective.s in- the lot equals an integer.

When a lot size is small, some fraction. de:fectives may have no meaning.

The discrete points have been connected with straight lines to better

define the regions and for use when th� average fraction defective over

several lots is known to produce value-£ other than integer values.

Regions were verified on figures· by computing the probability for

each distribution for an arbitrary point within that.region.

These
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results are included in the Table 4-1 that follows all of the graphical
presentations.
( 1)

The graphs will be discussed in more detail as follows:·

Figure 4-1, error lines for hypergeometric vs binomial distribu-

tions, c=0

Lot size vs sample size for various fraction defectives from 0.01

to 0.10 are plotted in Figure 4-1.

divided into three regions.

The investigated area has been

'two of the regions are regions where

the approximations hold and the third is the region where the

errors introduced by approximations are over 2%.

The acceptable

regions are labeled A and C, while the non-acceptable region is B.
Region A is that region in which the lot size has become suffi

cientJy large that the lot size may be assumed infinite and there
fore, the error is less than 2%, regardless of the sample size.

The region is specifically marked for the situation with fraction

defectives for 0.02.

The point A(U=700, S=90, p=0.02) has been

arbitrarily selected to show the error introduced by using binomial

approximation at this point.

Region A does not exist for p=0.01

because maximum lot size of 1000 was reached before Region A was
found.

Region B is above and to the left of the two percent error line.

In this region, the hypergeometric probabilities can not be approx
imated by binomial probabilities.

The point B(U=300, S=60, p=0.01)

has been arbitrarily selected to show the error introduced by using
binomial approximation at this point.
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than lot sizes
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Region C is on and below the two percent error line.

In this

region, the hypergeometric probabilities can be approximated by

binomial probabilities.

The point C(U=400, S=20, p=0.03 ) has been

arbitrarily selected to show the error introduced by using binomial

approximation at this point.

A tendency for the two percent error line to curve upward at

higher values of lot size indi�ates that the effect of lot size is

more important for the conditions shown.

from the Region A results .

This would be anticipated

The lot size of the termination point (where Region A begins) of

each

2%

error line decreases as the fraction defectives increases .

This is expected since binomial distribution is considered to be a

good approximation when sample size and fraction defectives are
small.

In the case of small sample size and large fraction defec

tives thus Region A becomes large� and Region C becomes smaller.

Besides the acceptable regions and the non-acceptable region, two

other regions are shown by cross-hatched lines .

The upper region

is the region where sample sizes are larger than lot sizes.
region will never exist in any sampling inspection plan.

The

This

lower region is the region where discrete points can not satisfy

condition of integer defectives within the scope or are below the
(2)

predetermined limit on lot size.

Figure 4-2, error lines for hypergeometric vs Poisson distributions,

c=O

The results for the comparison of the hypergeometric and the Poisson
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should be expected to be similar to the comparison of the hyper

geometric and the binomial since the theoretical discussion

indicated less error between the Poisson and the binomial than
between either of them and the hypergeometric.

Lot size vs sample size for various fraction defectives from

0.01 to 0.10 is shown on Figure 4-2.

Again the three regions are

labeled A, B and C and the same meanings are used.

The larger the

value for the fraction defectives, the smaller the region where

hypergeometric probabilities can be approximated by Poisson proba

bilities. This is expected from the discussion in Chapter II, in
Table 2-1, for examples the probabilities of the hypergeometric,

of 0.01 and 0.10 with a constant lot size of 100, a constant sample
size of 20 and an a cceptance number of zero.

The 10% fraction

defectives showed greater error than 1% fraction defectives by

using Poisson approximation.

Therefore, if an error limit has been

set, a greater error implies a smaller region where the approxi
mation will hold.

The lot size for the termination point decreases and then increases

as fraction d efectives increase from 0.01 to 0.10.
Region C become smaller.

Region A a�d

This is expected since the distribution

is considered to be a good approximation when sample size is

large and fraction defectives is small. In the case of small

30
sample size and large fraction defectives, thus Region A and Region
C become smaller.

Two percent error lines become

fraction defectives increase,

flatter as

therefore, Region B and Region C

change from trapezoid to almost rectangular shapes.

Again, points are arbitrarily selected in each region to demon

( 3)

strate the errors introduced by Poisson approximation.

Figure 4-3, 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6, - error lines for hypergeometric. vs

binomial distributions, c � 1

For the acceptance numbers of one or greater, Figure 2-4, page 17

demonstrated that it is possible to have an error greater than any

given percent in two regions on a curve of lot size vs sample size.
is therefore necessary to define five regions.
A, B and C, will be the same as before.

The first three,

The additional regions D

and E will sometimes appear as an area and sometimes as a line.

Region D represents a 2% error at the lower sample size region

where hypergeometric probabilities are greater than binomial
probabilities s

Region E is the region in which the cumulative sum

of errors is small although the component errors may be large.

Region E is actually a part of Region C, but is d istinguished in
this paper becau s e of the difference in the sign of the error.

The normal B region, at higher sample. size region, is beyond the
end point of Region E where binomial probabilities are greater
than hypergeometric probabilities.
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For c � 1, Region D and Region E disappear with fraction defectives

of 0. 07 and higher.

Re gion D and Region E do o c cur for fraction

defectives of 0. 03 and 0. 05 at lot size of 50.

It was mentioned

early in this chapter that all of the points on each figure are

discrete points and must satisfy the condition that lot size times
fraction defectives in the lot must be an integer.

With fraction defectives of 0 � 03 and 0. 05 and lot size of 50, no

integer number of defectives exist.

Therefore those points within

the Region D and E for fraction defectives of 0. 03 and 0. 05 with

lot size of 50 are considered meaningless.

Again, two regions are

shown by cross-hatched lines; one is the region where sample sizes
are larger than lot sizes , and . the other is the re g ion that do e �
not need t o be tested for finding
For c � 1, the trend of

2%

2%

errors.

error lines showed similarity to those

of Hypergeometric vs Binomial distribution for c=0.

Comparing with

Figure 4-1, error lines in Figure 4-3 to 4-6 have _been shifted up

ward.

Therefore, Region B becomes smaller and Region C becomes

larger while Region A becomes smaller.

Points are arbitrarily

selected in Figure 4-4 to show the errors introduced by binomial

(4 )

approximation at those points.

Figure 4-7 , 4-8, 4-9 and 4-10, error lines for hypergeometric vs
Poisson distributions, c � 1

Lot size vs sample size for various fraction defectives from 0. 01

to 0. 10 are plotted on Figures 4-7, 4-8, 4-9 and . 4-10.

The figures
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show a similarity to the comparison of the error line for _ hyper
geometric and binomial distributions in Figure 4- 3 to 4-8.

regions are shown in Figure 4-8, 4-9 and 4-10 and labeled as
C, D, and E.

The five regions are same as before.

Five

A , B,

In Figure 4-7 the region shown by double cross-hatched lines is

the region where Poisson probabilities can not be used to approxi- ·

mate hypergeometric probabilities for fraction defectives of 0. 02,
and lot size between 100 and 150.

Within this region, the number

of defectives per lot are not integer •. Again, the discrete values

are connected to aid in identification and to show where average
number of defectives in several lots m i ght lie in the results.

The error l ines show a similarity to those in Figure 4-2 for �O

except that the error lines in Figure 4-7 to 4-10 have been shifted

upward.

Therefore, Region B becomes smaller and Region C becomes

larger while the shapes change from trapezoid to almost rectangular
because the error lines become flatter as the fraction defectives
increases from 0. 01 to 0. 10.

Points are arbitrarily selected in Figure 4-8 to show the errors

introduced by Poisson approximation at those points.

Figure 4-1

c=O

A (u=100 ; S=90, p=o. 02)
B (U=300, ' �=60, p=0. 01 )
c ( U=4oo , S=20, p=o.03 )

Fi aure 4-2 c=0
A (U=500, S=35, p=0. 04 )
B ( U=300, S=55, p=0. 01 )

C ( U=300 . S-35 . n=O. Q l )
Fioure 4-4 C � 1
A ( U=700, S=70, o=0. 04 )
B (u=200, s = 10, p=0. 04 )
C (U=300, S=30, p=0. 04 )

D(U=50 . S=20 . o=0. 04 )
E(U=50, S=28, p=0. 04 )
Figure 4-8 C � 1
A ( U= l OOO, S=70, p=0. 03 )

' B ( U=600, S=80, o=0. 03 )

C (U=600, S=40, p=0. 03)
D ( U=l00, S=20, p=0. 03 )
E ( U=l00, S=40, p=0. 03 )

Note:

(PH) Hypergeometric
0. 148 1
0 - 5224

TABLE 4-1

(PB )
Binom ial
0. 1 6 1 4
0. 5445

0. 5355

0. 5445

0. 5429

--------___ ,.. _

o. 2275
0. 689

0. 2093
0. 1636

0 - 2260
0. 2260

0.6629
0. 845
0. 6914

0. 6625
0. 8 103
0. 6907

Q. 2823

---------

0. 3652

o. 6595
o . 901
0. 650

-----

---------

� refers t o the point i n Region A., etc .
� ' C, E, are acceptable points
B, D, are non-acceptable points

Po isson
( PP )

----_ .,. ___
-----

Difference
PH VS PB
1. 33%
2. 21 %
o . 9%

0. 2474

-----

Q. 577

---------

0. 705

---------

-----

--------0. 3805
0. 3O8

0. 663
Q. 878
Q. 663

1. 57%

I

Q. 04%
3. 47 %
0. 07%

6 . 24%

-----------------

-----

Difference
PH vs PP

-------------

1. 99%

3. 41 %
1 . fi9/(

---,-.----------------1. 53%
2 - 57%

Q. 3596
2 - 3%
1 . 3%

w
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSI ON

Binomia l and Poisson probability distributions have been used to

approximate the hypergeometric probabil ity distribution in sampling

inspection problems because the calculations involved in the hyper

geometric probability distribution are lengthy and time-consuming.

It

is wel l-known that using these approximations introduces error, but the
error 1 imitatio.ns have not been we. I I defined.

This stu dy provides a

computer technique to determine the regions on the .sampl e/lot plane

in which the approximations are valid for a given · level of accuracy.
Th p

out r1 .1 t

0f

-1:"h P. p:ro 0:r a.m h .:.::i s been dPr,on str- 8.tArl f0r a 2.% P.:r-:ror.

l imit and acceptance values of Q and 1 for lots from 50 to 1000 arid

fraction defectives from 0.01 to 0. 10.

This demonstration output is o f interest by itsel f.

The regions

where errors introduced by binomial and Poisson approximations are

greater than

2% have

been found to occur in two segments.

One, as

general ly expected,. occurs when the sample size is large compared with
the lot size.

In addition, a regio n o f lower sample size was found for

acceptance va lues o f 1, resu Lting from the non-compensation errors for
the segments o f the overa l l probability.

The second error area, cal led

Region D in the resu l t, was computeu by hand since the computer program

was designed to terminate upon finding a

2%

error.

The alternative
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was to search all sample sizes for all lot sizes.

Logic to recognize

a Region D is needed to maximize results �nd minimize computer time.
(1)

(2)

Recommendations are as follows:

The computer programs should be modified to find the region D.

Ranges of lot size, fraction defectives · and acceptance number

should be extended.

The present study was conceived of as a demonstration of th�

computer technique.

Because of limited computer time - available,

the tests were not carried further.
( 3)

Additional information would

improve the usefulness of the output graphs.

The binomial can be approximated by the normal distribution,
those regions of fraction defectives that the normal distribution

might be a better approximation to the hypergeometric distribution
Note:

than the binomial or Poisson distributions.

Decks of computer programs are available from Dr. Richard P.

Covert, Mechanical Engineering_ Department of South Dakota State
University, Brookings, South Dakota.
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